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Almost two years ago, we stood face-to-face against the start of a global pandemic—the 
likes of which is something none of us ever faced in our lifetime. The possible impact of the 
pandemic left more questions than answers with regard to societal and economic 
conditions.  Now, we face the prospects of war in Europe (another lifetime first for most)— 
as Russian forces invade Ukraine.  While this development is different than the COVID-19 
pandemic, I believe it finds us at a time when many are crisis-weary and just plain tired of 
worry. Economic concerns aside, the images coming out of Ukraine are horrific and 
heartbreaking. 

We know that investment markets and the economy stood in strong position to start the 
year, but high inflation figures fed by supply-chain bottlenecks and record labor force 
employment meant that historically low interest rates would likely need to adjust in 2022. 
Much of the market movement in January could be attributed to the preparation of the 
economy to face less easy monetary policy as the year progressed. Economies digest 
higher (not high) rates, re-trench, and move on historically. 

But the geopolitical situation in Eastern Europe has caused a pause in thinking. While the 
U.S. economy remains strong with low unemployment, significant job openings, and  
positive trends coming out of the pandemic,in the short-run, markets will likely be messy in 
re-action to sanctions against Russia and other disruptions. 

• The first is the rising price of oil, which is now above $100 a barrel. Russia supplies about 
10% of the world’s oil production and about 40% of Europe’s natural gas imports.  
Potentially reducing the country’s ability to export energy products has sent global prices to 
levels not seen in almost a decade. The surge in energy prices is highly unusual during 
times of geopolitical risks. We know from previous instances of geopolitical uncertainty,  
such as when Russia invaded Crimea in 2014, higher oil and natural gas prices can have a 
significant drag on global economic activity. 

• Another pressing issue is what elevated commodity prices could mean for central bank 
policy. We may be in for another negative supply shock, which effectively raises inflation  
and depresses economic growth. 

Both of these developments may cause the Federal Reserve & European Central Bank to 
be more cautious than most thought just one week ago they looks to raise rates. Both will 

  



likely wait to see how financial markets and commodity prices react. Ultimately, I believe the 
Fed will raise interest rates but perhaps do so more gradually than markets have 
anticipated. European markets could struggle to rebuild energy supplies if the conflict 
continues for a longer period or relations with Russia remain strained. 

Although the near-term impact to both the economy and investment markets is uncertain,  
we know that markets price in new information quickly and tend to recover from geopolitical 
situations such as this. The charts below provide some perspective on how markets have 
performed during and after various crises: 

 
 

We will continue to evaluate how global events may impact your financial plan. Our 
sub-advisory and research partners will continue to help in adjusting portfolios as 
necessary to keep your risk in-line with your goals-based plan. We are here as your 
advisor to help alleviate your worry, and stay steadfast in your financial planning 



goals.  If you would like a review, please reach out.  We are available in-person, by 
phone or by zoom. 

We look forward to our continued partnership with you. 

 

Jason 

Jason Vitucci, CFP®, EA  
Financial Advisor 

Market Movement 

Asset Class Performance Year to Date through February 24, 2022 

S&P 500 (US Large Cap)                                    -10.0% 

MSCI EAFE (Developed International)                -9.7% 

MSCI Emerging Markets                                     -6.2% 

Barclays Agg Bond (US Corporate Bonds)         -4.1% 

Crude Oil                                                             +23.4% 

Gold                                                                     +5.3% 
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